To Those who want to provide humanitarian aid for Ukrainian people

On February 24, 2022, Russia launched a full-scale war with Ukraine, leaving millions of people fearing for their lives. Russian forces attacked major cities across Ukraine, including Berdyansk, Chernihiv, Mariupol, Kharkiv, Odesa, Sumy, Zaporizhzhia and the capital Kyiv. The war resulted in a humanitarian crisis. Millions of Ukrainian have left their homes – moved to bombshells or fled to the west of their country. They are suffering and are in need.

Fozzy Group, one of Ukraine’s major retailers (www.fozzy.ua), is helping to arrange wide channel of humanitarian help delivery to Ukrainian cities under Russian attack. If you are willing to help Ukrainians, please contact us.

Fozzy Group’s humanitarian help center is coordinated by Svitlana Schegrikovich, head of Import Contracts Department. Contact info: humanitarianhelp@fozzy.ua, please fill in the form Humanitarian help for Ukrainians

- We are taking larger cargos – starting from 100 kilos of weight, ready to be picked up at any location of Europe or other country.
- We appoint responsible person who will be in contact, provide you with technical requirements for packing and labeling cargo and coordinate delivery process to Ukraine.
- We have 2 options for delivering and distribution of the humanitarian aid.

If you are manufacturer
Able to supply any goods, which can be distributed in the supermarkets. Cargo consists of mono-pallets or mix of 2-3 products on 1 pallet.

- We receive list of goods and total weight of cargo from you
- Delivery to Ukraine depends on size and weight of the cargo
  a. Full truck. We pick up from the manufacturer’s warehouse and deliver directly to Lviv (Ukraine), the recipient is “Silpo-Food” (“Silpo” is one of the largest supermarket chains, part of Fozzy Group, www.silpo.ua).
  b. Several pallets. We deliver it to the warehouse in Poland (www.helpukraine.center). After consolidating the cargo we deliver it to Lviv (Ukraine), the recipient is “Silpo-Food”.
- Distribution to Ukrainian regions
  a. We distribute goods from Lviv Distribution Center across the regions to the supermarkets. Reports on distribution of humanitarian aid will be available.
  b. Special areas with signage “Humanitarian Aid” will be allocated in the supermarkets. The goods will be stored in pallets, the price for each 1 unit is 1 kopeck (through the stores we can distribute goods only in this way).

If you are volunteer organization or fund
Able to collect any needed goods from different sources, including medicals. Use mixed pallets.

- We receive information about humanitarian aid from you – brief description of goods, quantity, and weight.
- If cargo consists of products and goods, which can be distributed through retail chain stores, we will use the same scheme as for manufacturer.
- If cargo cannot be distributed through the stores, we will deliver it to the Volunteer Warehouse Center in Poland (www.helpukraine.center). Further distribution of the cargo will be handled by helpukraine center through the network of “Nova Poshta”, one of the Ukraine’s largest delivery company (www.novaposhta.ua/eng).

We accept humanitarian aid from all over the world. We will appreciate any your help! Please share this information about opportunity to help Ukraine. Thank you for your support and help!
Contact info: humanitarianhelp@fozzy.ua, Humanitarian help for Ukrainians
If you are willing to donate
You can support Ukrainian Armed Forces with donations directly to the Ukrainian National Bank accounts. Or you can do it to one of the accounts established by Fozzy Group. We will use money to purchase food, water and daily essentials for Ukrainians in need.

A special fundraising account to support the Armed Forces of Ukraine

For USD remittances:
BENEFICIARY: National Bank of Ukraine
BENEFICIARY BIC: NBUA UA UX
BENEFICIARY ADDRESS: 9 Instytutska St, Kyiv, 01601, Ukraine
ACCOUNT NUMBER: 400807238
BENEFICIARY BANK NAME: JP MORGAN CHASE BANK, New York
BENEFICIARY BANK BIC: CHASUS33
ABA 0210 0002 1
BENEFICIARY BANK ADDRESS: 383 Madison Avenue, New York, NY 10017, USA
PURPOSE OF PAYMENT: for crediting account 47330992708

For EUR remittances:
BENEFICIARY: National Bank of Ukraine
BENEFICIARY BIC: NBUAUAUXXXX
IBAN DE05504000005040040066
PURPOSE OF PAYMENT: for crediting account 47330992708
BENEFICIARY BANK NAME: DEUTSCHE BUNDESBANK, Frankfurt
BENEFICIARY BANK BIC: MARKDEFF
BENEFICIARY BANK ADDRESS: Wilhelm-Epstein-Strasse 14, 60431 Frankfurt Am Main, Germany

Fozzy Group’s accounts information
(business financial aid, subject to all required taxes that will be used by our country for a good cause as well):

Donates in USD:
Bank name: PJSC “Bank Vostok”
Bank Address: Ukraine, 49051 Dnipro, 24 Kursantskaya Str.
Swift code: ACJCUA2N
IBAN: UA753071230000026009590423515
Name of account holder: SILPO-FOOD LLC, Ukraine
Intermediary bank: BANK OF NEW YORK MELLON New York, USA
SWIFT CODE: IRVTUS3N
Details of payment: Humanitarian aid for the people of Ukraine

Donates in EUR:
Bank name: PJSC “Bank Vostok”
Bank Address: Ukraine, 49051 Dnipro, 24 Kursantskaya Str.
Swift code: ACJCUA2N
IBAN: UA533071230000026007600423515
Name of account holder: SILPO-FOOD LLC, Ukraine
Intermediary bank: Raiffeisen Bank International AG, Vienna, Austria
SWIFT CODE: RZBAATWW
Account: 1 55 092 357
Details of payment: Humanitarian aid for the people of Ukraine

Donates in UAH:
Bank name: PJSC “Bank Vostok”
MFO 307123
Account No. UA383071230000026008580423515
EDRPOU Code 40720198
Name of account holder: SILPO-FOOD LLC, Ukraine
Details of payment: Humanitarian aid for the people of Ukraine

Additional correspondent banks
Intermediary bank: Unicredit Bank AG, Munich, Germany
SWIFT CODE: HYVEDEMM
Account with Institution: PJSC «BANK VOSTOK» Dnipro, Ukraine
SWIFT CODE: ACJCUA2N
69107052

We accept humanitarian aid from all over the world. We will appreciate any your help!
Please share this information about opportunity to help Ukraine.
Thank you for your support and help!
Contact info: humanitarianhelp@fozzy.ua, Humanitarian help for Ukrainians

"Silpo-food" is member of EBA, ACC